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INTRODUCTION
The basic correspondence of Galois theory for commutative rings de-
w xscribed in Chapter V of the book by Magid 8 is incorrect: it relies on a
 .property of the category of profinite spaces Lemma V.9 which unfortu-
nately does not hold. In this note we show with an example that this
property is crucial for the correctness of the correspondence and we
 . establish the correct one Corollary 5 , freely using the work on general or
.abstract Galois theory performed in the meantime by the second-named
w xauthor 2, 5 , whose first purpose was to generalize the results of chapter
w xIV of 8 .
The standard reference we use for general categorical concepts is the
w xbook by Mac Lane 7 , and for internal category theory The book by
w xJohnstone 6 .
* Work supported by the Italian C.N.R.
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The error in Lemma V.9 was previously noted in ``Corrections and
w x  .Supplements to Magid, 1974 '' unpublished, 1975 , prepared by the au-
thor and his students, which also contains a list of typographical errors
found in the book.
1. INTERNAL GROUPOIDS AND THEIR EFFECTIVE
SUBGROUPOIDS
Let C be a category with pullbacks and with coequalizers of equivalence
 .relations, and let G be an internal category G s G , G , d, c, e, m s0 1
p 1 c6 6
m e6 6G = G G G1 G 1 1 00 6 6
p d2
which is a groupoid, and let i: G ª G be the inverse map. Let CG be the1 1
Ä  .category of internal G-actions, and let G s G , c, m be the canonical1
G-action of G on itself. There exists a bijection
Q 6 ÄSub G Equiv G 1 .  . .;
 .between the set Sub G of subgroupoids of G with the same object of
1 Ä Ä G .objects , and the set Equiv G of equivalence relations on G in C , as
 X .follows: if G9 s G , G , d9, c9, e9, m9 is a subgroupoid of G and m:0 1
X ÄG ¨ G is the inclusion, the corresponding equivalence relation on G is1 1
p 1 6
X 6G = G G , 2 .1 G 1 10 m 1 = m .G1
where G = G9 is a pullback of d and c9, and p is the first projection.1 G l0 Ä Ä Ä GConversely, if R ¨ G = G is an equivalence relation on G in C , then we
can define a subgroupoid of G by a pullback





G = GG 1 G 11 0 :1 , ecG1
where G = G is a kernel pair of c.1 G 10
DEFINITION 1. A subgroupoid m: G9 ¨ G of G is said to be ``effective''
if the corresponding equivalence relation is effective, i.e., it is the kernel
pair of its coequalizer.
1  .In this note, a subgroupoid with the same object of objects ``¨ide subgroupoids'' .
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Note that if in C every equivalence relation is effective, then also in CG
the same holds, and hence in this case every subgroupoid is effective.
 .Let G s X = X i X be the codiscrete internal groupoid on G s X,0
and let X be such that the unique map !: X ª t t denoting a terminal
. object is an effective descent morphism i.e., the corresponding pullback
.functor is monadic . Then, there is a canonical equivalence of categories
CG , C, which gives a bijection
CÄEquiv G ª Equiv X 4 .  . .
;
Ä .  .between Equiv G and the set Equiv X of the equivalence relations on X
Ä G .because G corresponds to X under the equivalence of categories C , C .
 .Since 4 is induced by an equivalence of categories, a subgroupoid is
effective if and only if its image under the composition CQ is an effective
equivalence relation. On the other hand, subgroupoids of G are the same
as equivalence relations on X, and CQ is just the identity map. So, the
notion of an effective subgroupoid generalizes the notion of an effective
 .equivalence relation on a ``good'' object X .
In particular, let C be the category of profinite s compact and totally
.disconnected topological spaces. In C there are equivalence relations
which are not effecti¨ e: just take a compact Hausdorff space Y which is not
Ïtotally disconnected, and consider the Stone]Cech compactification X of
the underlying set; the canonical continuous map X ª Y is surjective and
the induced equivalence relation on X in C is not effective in C. There-
 .fore there exist noneffective subgroupoids in C even codiscrete ones .
 .However, if G is a group in C, then all its subgroupoids i.e., subgroups
are effective: given a subgroup G9 : G, we always get the profinite
 .quotient GrG9 since G9 is closed in G and the equivalence relation
induced by the quotient map is the image of G9 under Q, that is, G9 is
effective.





be an adjunction in which:
 .i C and X are categories with pullbacks and X has coequalizers of
equivalence relations;
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 .ii H is full and faithful;
 . w xiii I is semi-left exact in the sense of 1 or, equivalently, every
w xobject of C satisfies the admissibility conditions of 2 .
We recall the following definition, of which equivalent formulations are
w xgiven in 2]5 :
DEFINITION 2. Let p: E ª B be an effective descent morphism in C
 .and let a : A ª B be an arbitrary morphism; A, a is said to be ``split
 .o¨er E, p '' if the diagram
6




HI EE  .
 .is a pullback. The category of all such maps a is denoted by Spl E, p .I
This notion includes various kinds of coverings in many concrete cate-
gories, such as classical covering spaces, etale coverings in algebraicÂ
geometry, central extensions of groups and algebras sometimes with a
 ..  w x.weaker condition than iii , etc. see 2]5 .
w xThe fundamental theorem of Galois theory in categories 5 establishes
an equivalence of categories
Spl E, p , CGal I E , p. , 6 .  .I
 .  .between the category of pairs A, a split over E, p and the category of
 .  .actions of Gal E, p , where Gal E, p is the imageI I
ª ªI E = E = E I E = E I E 7 .  .  .  .ª ¤B B Bª ª
of the equivalence relation given by a kernel pair of p: E ª B. In general,
 .  w x.Gal E, p is only a precategory object in X see 5 , but we will considerI
only the cases where it is an internal groupoid the ``Galois groupoid of
 . .E, p '' ; there is a simple sufficient condition for this, namely that the
canonical maps
6
I E = E = E = E I E = E = I E = E .  .  .  . .B E B B IE . B
I E = E = E = E = E = E 8 .  .  .  . .B E B E B
ª I E = E = I E = E = I E = E .  .  .B IE . B IE . B
w x  .must be isomorphisms; in this case, following 8 , we will say that E, p is
 .  .``C-normal.'' Furthermore, if E, p is ``normal,'' i.e., if E, p is split over
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w x  w x. w xitself 2]5 then it is C-normal see 4 and from the results of 4, 5 it&
 .  .follows that the image of E, p under the equivalence 6 is Gal E, p , .I
as defined in Section 1. Hence we obtain
 .  . THEOREM 3. Let E, p be normal, and L E, p be the ordered set not
.  .  .necessarily small of quotients of E, p in Spl E, p ; there is an isomor-I
phism
op
L E, p , Eff Sub Gal E, p .  . .I
 .opbetween the dual ordered set L E, p and the ordered set of effecti¨ e
 .subgroupoids of the Galois groupoid Gal E, p .I
Theorem 1 could be called the ``the fundamental theorem of Galois
 .theory.'' The relationship between Theorem 3 and 6 is similar to the
relationship between the classical ``fundamental theorem'' on the Galois
correspondence and the form given by Grothendieck to Galois theory,
which describes the category of separable algebras, say over a field, as the
category of the finite actions of the absolute Galois group. However, there
 .is an important difference: if X is not the category of finite sets, then
 .Theorem 3 does not give 6 as a consequence, or, at least, the usual proof
 .does not work. Therefore in general the equivalence 6 is more funda-
mental than Theorem 3.
3. THE GALOIS CORRESPONDENCE FOR
COMMUTATIVE RINGS
Let C be the dual category of commutative rings, X be the category of
 .profinite topological spaces, and 5 be the adjunction between them
w x  .considered in 2]4 . Recall that I A is defined as the Boolean spectrum,
i.e., the Stone space of the Boolean algebra of the idempotents of A,
which is the same as the space of connected components of the Zariski
 w x.spectrum of A for details on the Boolean spectrum see Chapter 2 of 8 .
w x w x  .As mentioned in 2 and proved in 3 , for a normal E, p the category
 .  .Spl E, p is the category of componentially locally strongly separable clssI
 .  .B-algebras A such that for each x g I E and y g I A with the same
 .image in I B there exists a B-algebra homomorphism A ª E betweeny x
the boolean localizations.
 .  .THEOREM 4. For a normal E, p , L E, p is the ordered set of compo-
 .  .nentially locally strongly separable clss subalgebras of E, p .
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are two parallel homomorphism of clss-algebras, then the equalizer
K s r g R ¬ f r s g r 4 .  .
also is a clss-algebra. By standard arguments this reduces to the case
where R and S are strongly separable over a connected ring, and are
connected themselves. We then must partially use the connected Galois
theory: we can embed R and S into Galois extensions, replace f and g by
isomorphisms, and finally observe that K is strongly separable by the
fundamental theorem of Galois theory of connected commutative rings.
From Theorems 3 and 4 we now obtain
COROLLARY 5. There exists an order re¨ersing bijection between the or-
 .dered set of clss-subalgebras of a normal B-algebra E, p and the ordered set
 .of effecti¨ e subgroupoids of the profinite Galois groupoid Gal E, p .I
Remark 6. As mentioned in Section 1, not all profinite subgroupoids
are effective. In order to have a counterexample for a Galois groupoid, we
can take B to be a connected commutative ring and E to be the ring of all
 .continuous maps from X as in Section 1 to the discrete B, with the
 .canonical p: E ª B in C. Then E, p is normal, and
Gal E, p s X = X i X , .  .I
 .  .which has the subgroupoid X = X i X as in Section 1 which is notY
effective.
In the Galois correspondence of Corollary 5, the subgroupoid corre-
 .sponding to a clss B-subalgebra T of the normal algebra E s E, p is
 .the groupoid whose underlying set is the Boolean spectrum I E m ET
w x8, V.17 . Among other things, T is a limit of separable subalgebras T . If Ui
is any separable B-subalgebra of E, then reverting to the category of
.algebras instead of its opposite the kernel of E m E ª E m E isB U
w x  .generated by an idempotent 8, III.10 . It follows that I E m E is clopenTi
 .  .open and closed in I E m E and hence thatB
I E m E s I E m E .  .FT Ti
i
is an intersection of clopen subgroupoids, or is an interclopen subgroupoid.
In particular, we see that Corollary 1 implies that effective subgroupoids of
 .Gal E, p are interclopen. We conclude this note with a demonstration ofI
the converse of this observation, which holds for all profinite groupoids.
 .We fix a profinite groupoid G s G , G , d, c, e, m . For a subgroupoid0 1
 X X X X X.G9 s G , G , d , c , e , m we denote the corresponding equivalence rela-0 1
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tion G = GX by R . As per Definition 1, G9 is effective if R is. With1 G 1 G9 G90
this notation, we have the following topological lemma:
LEMMA 7. GX is a clopen subspace of G if and only if R is a clopen1 1 G9
subspace of R .G
 .  y1 . XProof. Let D: G ª R be the map D g s g, g . Then G s1 G 1
y1 . X XD R , so that G is clopen when R is such. Conversely, if G isG9 1 G9 1
clopen in G , then the pullback R s G = GX is clopen in the pull-1 G9 1 G 10
back R s G = G .G 1 G 10
 4Now, if G ¬ i g I is any collection of subgroupoids of G, and ifi
G9 s F G , then R s F R . By the lemma, this means that if GX isi i G9 i G 1i
interclopen, then so is R .G9
If R is any profinite equivalence relation on the profinite set B, it is
clear that R is clopen in B = B if and only if R is effective and the
quotient BrR is finite. In general, denoting by X the quotient BrR, if X
is the inverse limit of the finite spaces X , then B = B s F B = B.i X i X i
Thus R is effective if and only if it is interclopen, and so interclopen
subgroupoids of the Galois groupoid are effective. Since we already had
observed the converse, we conclude:
 .COROLLARY 8. If E, p is a normal B-algebra, then the effecti¨ e sub-
 .groupoids of Gal E, p are precisely the interclopen subgroupoids.I
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